
Lecture 1 
 
Core of GIS 

 Thematic layers 
 
Terms and definitions 
* keep definitions of processes and terms that may be useful for tests, assignments 
 
 
Lecture 2 
What is GIS? 

 Info: value added data 
 Data to solve a problem, data that serves a purpose 
 Information systems:  

 transform data into information 
 Aka database 
 Give tools we need to manipulate to attach meaning to data 

 Locational info may change interpretation of data, and is different 
 
Anatomy of GIS 

 Input > pre-processing/data management > analysis > output 
 
Geographic data 

 Organised in layers 
 Each layer contains data about one type of thing 
 Maps made of multiple layers 

 
Data models: 

 Raster: image/surface data, grid of cells where every pixel has a value (one per) 
 Continuous source of data 
 Vector: formed of nodes (connected by arcs) 
 3 types - points, lines, polygons 
 Each item is a feature and data only exists where there are features 

 
Geographic data is multidimensional 

 X,y - spatial dimension 
 Z - attribute dimension 

 Attribute table 
 
Sources of spatial data 

 Digitizing  
 Remote sensing 

 Collected by satellite/aircraft 
 Usually raster 

 Fieldwork, GPS 
 
Pre-processing 



 Screen data 
 Organise for retrieval and editing 
 Correct distortions - geometric and atmospheric 
 Rescale 
 Reproject 

 
Database operations 

 Query by attributes 
 Relational operation 

 Link attribute table to other tabular data by shared unique key field 
 Can only analyse existing features and attributes belonging to same features 

 
 
Geographic operations 

1. Measurement 
2. Query by location 
3. Overlay operation -using shared location information.  
4. Dissolve operations - merges based on certain common characteristics 
5. Local operations 
6. Zonal operations 
7. Neighbourhood operation 
8. Topographic variables 
 Can be estimated from digital elevation model DEM 
9. Network analysis operations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DATA FORMATS AND TYPES  
 
Overview 

1. Data models 
2. Types of variables 
3. Data storage 

 
 metadata: data about data 

 
Data models 

 Raster - grid of pixel values, each has a value 
 Vector - irregular, series of points possibly connected into lines, polygons 
 Raster formats 

 3 types 
 Each layer in multidimensional raster is a band 
 Represented as long string of pixel values  
 Differ in interleave: way the bands are shuffled together 
 BSQ: band sequential interleave 

 Takes every pixel value in long string of numbers in one band, and 
tacks on the next values for next band and so on - SEQUENTIAL 

 Generic raster format used by Terrset 
 BIP - band interleaved by pixels 

 Shuffles pixel values around 
 Listing all values for one pixels then moves to next and lists all values 

and so on 
 Good for spectral processing - similar to local analysis (performing 

analysis using all values for that one pixel) 
 BIL - band interleave by line 

 Hybrid between previous 2 - partially mixed up 
 Lists all values for band for first line, continues until completed all 

bands and all lines 
 Reasonable efficiency 

 Spatial refencing in rasters 
 Uses one pixel’s size and co-ordinates to calculate other pixel locations in 

image 
 Different points of reference in different GIS programs  
 Pixel dimensions may be different 

 Vector representation 
 Header info  

 For file itself, and features within file 
 What kind of vector file? Point, line polygon? 
 Do features have subparts within? 
 Bounding box - min and max spatial co-ords covered by a vector 

file/feature within vector file????? 
 Increase efficiency of computation 

 File contents 
 Arc shapefiles have other help files - stuff is saved externally 


